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The fog of war
• Base case

• No clear exit ramp for Russia

• Many months of uncertainty

• Tough sanctions, including on energy, stay 
in place indefinitely

• Brent averages $130/bbl in 2Q and 
$100/bbl in 2022

• Economic implications

• Deep recession for Russia

• Euro area barely avoids recession: 
opportunity for integration is silver lining

• Minor shock to US: economy has strong 
momentum, little direct exposure to Russia

• No revisions to China forecast

• Rest of EM: balance between negative 
shock to consumption and potential 
positive shock from commodity exports

Source: BofAGlobal Research, Census Bureau, BIS. Note(*): “Old” refers to our forecasts as of Feb 25, 2022.

World Russia Ukraine
US exports 1,754.6 6.4 (0.4%) 2.5 (0.1%)
US imports 2,832.9 29.7 (1%) 1.9 (0.1%)

Oil & gas 145.5 4.7 (3.2%) 0 (0%)
Minerals & ores 6.0 0.1 (1%) 0.1 (1.3%)

Total claims of US banks 4,346.7 14.5 (0.3%) 1.8 (0%)
Other potential exposures of US banks 2,242.0 10.8 (0.5%) 0 (0%)

US trade and financial exposure to Russia/Ukraine ($bn)
The US has little direct exposure to Russia and Ukraine

2021 2022 2023
New Old* New Old*

Global 6.0 3.6 4.3 3.3 3.4
US 5.7 3.3 3.6 1.9 2.0
Euro Area 5.2 2.8 3.5 1.7 2.2
China 8.1 4.8 4.8 4.8 4.8
Developed Markets 5.1 3.1 3.5 1.8 2.1
Emerging Markets 6.7 3.9 4.8 4.4 4.3

Emerging Asia 7.1 5.8 5.8 4.9 4.9
Emerging EMEA 5.5 -0.8 3.5 4.0 3.3
Latin America 6.7 2.0 1.9 2.3 2.3

BofA Global Research GDP growth forecasts (%)
We have made significant cuts to our growth forecasts 
because of the Russia-Ukraine war
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US outlook: more Fed, more inflation, less growth

• Seven Fed hikes in 2022

• Every meeting is “live”

• Terminal rate of 2.75-3.00%, QT in May

• Growth headwinds

• Near term: Omicron, inventories, fiscal, 
inflation

• 2023: Fed tightening

• Inflation risks

• Sticky supply disruptions

• Robust demand

• Other

• Historically tight labor market

• Consumer no longer leading growth

• Sanguine on housing
Source: BofAGlobal Research, BEA, BLS

Annual real GDP growth
We expect growth to slow back down to trend next year

Core inflation (% yoy)
Inflation to remain well above the Fed’s target through end-23
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Fed: Jay be nimble, Jay be quick

Source: BofAGlobal Research, BLS, BEA

Five-year annualized core PCE inflation (%)
“Average” inflation is overshooting the Fed’s target and should 
continue to do so

• Powell sent several hawkish signals at 
the Jan FOMC presser

1. This cycle is very different from the last

• Need to tighten faster than last time

2. Fed should be “nimble” 

• Every meeting is live

• Financial conditions still very easy

• Still far from strike price for Fed put

• Inflation overshooting, recovery is 
broad and inclusive

• Policy tightening does not mean the Fed 
is abandoning FAIT

4Q-15 4Q-19 Apr-20 Feb-22

Unemployment rate: Black (%) 9.0 5.7 16.6 6.6
Gap with national u-rate (pp) 3.9 2.1 1.9 3.2

Unemployment rate: High school and less (%) 5.8 4.1 18.3 4.5
Gap with national u-rate (pp) 0.7 0.4 3.6 0.7

U-6 Unemployment rate (%) 9.9 6.9 22.9 7.2
Gap with national u-rate (pp) 4.9 3.3 8.2 3.4

Labor Force Participation rate: Black (%) 61.6 62.6 58.5 62.2
Gap with national LFPR (pp) -1.0 -0.7 -1.7 -0.1

Labor Force Participation rate: High school and less (%) 54.0 55.0 51.9 54.1
Gap with national LFPR (pp) -8.6 -8.2 -8.3 -8.2

Measures of a “broad and inclusive” labor market recovery
Minorities and marginal workers have made significant gains 
since the start of the pandemic
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Fed: seven hikes this year

Source: BofAGlobal Research, Bloomberg

Fed funds rate vs forward pricing and BofA forecast (%)
Markets have underpriced Fed hikes at the start of the 
last two tightening cycles

• We forecast 25bp hikes at every 
remaining meeting this year

• Russia-Ukraine creates risks of lower 
growth and higher inflation

• Slow hikes are the best response

• Gradual hiking cycle is “politically 
neutral”

• Four more hikes in 2023

• Makes sense to slow down because 
Fed does not know where neutral is

• Terminal rate: 2.75-3.00%

• Market underpricing is par for the 
course
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Fed: last time was different, this time isn’t

Source: BofAGlobal Research, FRB St. Louis. Note: We omit the data from March 2020 onwards from our clustering algorithm. We assign regimes to these months after 
the regimes were defined. Disclaimer: The US business cycle indicator identified above is intended to be an indicative metric only and may not be used for reference 
purposes or as a measure of performance for any financial instrument or contract, or otherwise relied upon by third parties for any other purpose, without the prior 
wri tten consent of BofA Global Research. This indicator was not created to act as a benchmark.

Our proprietary machine-learning based US business cycle 
indicator vs Fed funds
The indicator underscores how different this cycle is from the 
last one

• Is the terminal rate in terminal 
decline?

• Structural downtrend in rates, but…

• Our machine learning indicator 
suggests the last cycle was unique

• Scarring from banking & real estate 
crises, damaged balance sheets

• This expansion looks a lot more like 
the latter stages of 2002-07 cycle

• Fed typically hikes aggressively 
during extended “boom” periods

• Did 17 consecutive 25bp hikes in 
2004-06

• Also, our terminal real rate forecast 
is still only 0.25%

• 2007, 2019 peaks: 3.3%, 0.7%
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Fed: QT in May

Source: BofAGlobal Research, Bloomberg

Maturity schedule of coupon-paying Treasuries on the 
Fed’s balance sheet ($bn)
In our base case the Fed’s Treasury holdings would drop 
by more than $1tn by end-2023

• Base case: QT announced in May

• Redemption caps to quickly rise to 
$60bn Treasuries + $40bn MBS

• This would be an aggressive wind-
down

• Coupon-paying Treasury holdings 
would drop by $1tn by end-2023

• Bills would entirely roll off the 
balance sheet, extending WAM
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Growth: Omicron, inventories raise risks of a 1Q 
contraction

TSA passenger throughput & OpenTable seated 
diners (monthly avg. % ch. v 2019)
Air travel & dining out were hit hard by Omicron in Jan

Change in private inventories and goods imports (saar, 
bn 2012$)
There is limited scope for inventories to boost 1Q GDP, 
but imports & inventories are two sides of the same coin

Source: BofAGlobal Research, TSA, OpenTable, BEA 
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Growth: Build back never?

Effects of components of pandemic-era fiscal policy 
on GDP growth (percentage points)
Fading fiscal stimulus will weigh on growth in the 
coming quarters
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0.0
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Health Outlays Purchases
Rebate Checks Social Benefits
Subsidies Taxes
Unemp Ins

Source: BofAGlobal Research, CBO, Louise Sheiner, Sophia Campbell, Manuel AlcaláKovalski, and Eric Mi lstein, “How pandemic-era fiscal policy affects the level of 
GDP”, The Hutchins Center, Brookings Institution, October 2021.

• Build Back Better on increasingly 
thin ice

• Manchin had already reduced the 
chances of passing a bill

• Ukraine conflict, Breyer retirement, 
Sen. Luján’s (D-NM) illness make it 
even more challenging

• Fiscal policy turning from extremely 
easy to moderately easy

• Fiscal “cliff” is really a slope

• GDP impact of pandemic aid lower 
in near term, but more drawn out
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Growth: below trend by 2H 2023

GDP growth with BofA forecasts (%qoq saar)
We expect growth to fall below trend in 2H 2023

Source: BofAGlobal Research, BEA

• Difficult to keep growing above 
trend with GDP already at/above 
potential

• Especially with the Fed tightening 
aggressively

• Monetary policy acts with long 
lags, so we expect below-trend 
growth in 2H 2023
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NY Fed Global Supply Chain Pressure Index (std dev from avg)
Supply pressures remain elevated

Real inventory-to-sales (I/S) ratios 
I/S ratios are historically low

Vessel capacity in port (berth & anchor)– USA (mn TEU)
East coast hitting peaks as more vessels shift from the west coast

Source: BofA Global Research, Bureau of Economic Analysis, NY Fed, Institute for Supply Management, Port of LA and BofA Global Research Estimates

Inflation: constrained supply chains

ISM commitment lead times (avg. days)
Commitment lead times have soared
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Inflation: spike in goods prices

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, Manheim

Used car prices (index)
Wholesale used car prices suggest a third wave of strength in 
CPI used cars

CPI: core goods vs core goods ex autos (% yoy)
Goods prices have soared after remaining flat/declining 
for decades
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Inflation: signs of price pressures broadening out

Note: Trimmed mean CPI cuts top and bottom 8%, leaving middle 84%. Trimmed mean PCE cuts top 31% and bottom 24%, leaving the middle 45%
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Cleveland Fed, Dallas Fed

Trimmed-mean inflation (% yoy)
Trimmed mean inflation is sky-rocketing

High-frequency rent data and owners’ equivalent rent 
(OER) 
High-frequency rents signal strong OER inflation into 2022
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Inflation: inflation expectations on the rise

Survey-based (consumer and economist) expectations
Survey-based expectations have also spiked

Market expectations (monthly avg, benchmarked to CPI)
Market-based inflation expectations have risen sharply

Source: BofA Global Research, Federal Reserve Board, Philly Fed, Bloomberg
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Labor force participation rate (%)
Participation has been sticky-low

Job vacancies to unemployed ratio
There are 1.7 jobs per unemployed person

Workers not working in HH Pulse Survey vs Covid cases
Omicron has been a massive disruption to the labor market

Source: BofA Global Research, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Census Bureau, Atlanta Fed

Labor market: searching for workers
Population-adjusted chg in participation, 4Q19-4Q21 (mn)
Retirement, caregiving responsibilities and worker
discouragement are weighing on participation
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Labor market: soaring wage inflation

Source: BofA Global Research, Bureau of Labor Statistics

• Surging labor demand is running 
into highly-constrained supply…

• …creating a historically tight labor 
market

• Similar story to product markets

• U-rate to drop to 3.2% by year-end

• Wage inflation is strong and broad-
based

• Trimmed mean and median exceed 
the headline (!)

Unemployment rate and employment cost index 
Wages should continue to accelerate as the labor market
tightens

Wage inflation (% yoy)
Trimmed-mean and median inflation are surging
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Consumer: no longer leading the recovery
Disposition of after-tax income among households without a 
college graduate in 2019
Households without a college graduate are more exposed to high-
inflation categories, and save less

Source: BofA Global Research, Bureau of Labor Statistics

• The consumer led the early stages of 
the recovery because of massive fiscal 
stimulus

• 1H 21: 6.5% annualized real GDP growth vs 
11.7% consumption growth

• Now the consumer is underperforming

• 2H 21: 4.6% annualized real GDP growth vs 
2.5% consumption growth

• Why? Inflation

• Always hits affects lower-income households 
more, since they spend a larger share of their 
incomes, on average

• “Double whammy”: these households spend 
more on categories seeing the most inflation

• Still, we think consumers are positioned to 
weather the inflation storm
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Consumer: plenty of dry powder

Personal savings ($bn)
The consumer has piled up over $2tn in excess savings

Source: BofA Global Research, Bureau of Economic Analysis

• Fiscal policy in a time of COVID
• Massive government transfers

• + constraints on service spending

• = massive surge in liquid saving

• Actual saving compared to pre-Covid
rate: $2.2tr in excess saving

• Is this “wealth” or “income”
• Wealth effect: 4 cents on the dollar

• Income effect: 70 cents on the dollar
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Source: BAC internal data. Note: Durable goods include furniture, home improvement and electronics. Leisure services include airline, lodging, entertainment and restaurants. 

Consumer: many signs of resilience
Durable goods vs. leisure services spending, based on 
aggregated BAC card data (2-yr %change of the 7-day 
moving avg of spending levels)
Leisure services spending is recovering as Omicron fades

Total card spending by income groups (2-yr %change of 
the 7-day ma of spending levels)
Spending remains resilient among lower- and higher-
income consumers
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Consumer: partial rotation back to services as 
pandemic fades

Real services spending (saar, tr 2012$)
Services spending should return to trend late next year

Source: BofA Global Research, Bureau of Economic Analysis

• Durables should stay above trend 
through end-2023
• Auto sales should recover given massive 

shortfall since start of pandemic

• Other durables to slow only modestly

• Consumers start to view some stay-at-
home goods as necessities

• Nondurables slow back to trend: 
energy & food inflation from war 
creates risks of undershoot

• Services return to trend but no 
meaningful overshoot to make up for 
pandemic-era losses
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Source: BofA Global Research, S&P, FRB New York

Housing: high prices hurt affordability but don’t expect 
a crisis

Top 20 MSAs %yoy HPA 2003-05 vs 2020-21
Many metro areas experienced faster growth during 
the pandemic than during 2003-05

Median Credit Score at Mortgage Origination
Tighter lending standards compared to the housing 
bubble period will limit market disruption
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Detailed US outlook
We forecast 3.3% growth in 2022

1Q 21 2Q 21 3Q 21 4Q 21 1Q 22 2Q 22 3Q 22 4Q 22 2020 2021 2022 2023
Real Economic Activity, % SAAR
Real GDP    6.3 6.7 2.3 7.0 1.0 3.5 2.5 1.8 -3.4 5.7 3.3 1.9

% Change, Year Ago       0.5 12.2 4.9 5.6 4.2 3.4 3.5 2.2

Consumer Spending 11.4 12.0 2.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.5 -3.8 7.9 3.4 2.4

Residential Investment 13.3 -11.7 -7.7 1.0 12.0 3.0 -2.0 2.0 6.8 9.1 1.7 0.9

Nonresidential Investment 12.9 9.2 1.6 3.1 6.6 5.6 5.0 5.2 -5.3 7.4 5.0 5.2

Structures 5.4 -3.0 -4.1 -9.4 -5.0 0.0 1.0 2.0 -12.5 -8.1 -3.6 1.7

Equipment 14.1 12.2 -2.4 2.4 9.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 -8.3 13.0 4.6 4.0

Intellectual Property 15.6 12.5 9.1 10.6 10.0 10.0 8.0 8.0 2.8 10.2 9.8 8.1

Government 4.2 -2.0 0.9 -2.6 0.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.5 0.5 -0.1 1.0

Exports -2.9 7.6 -5.3 23.6 0.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 -13.6 4.6 5.0 2.4

Imports 9.3 7.1 4.7 17.6 11.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 -8.9 14.0 8.4 3.4

Net Exports (Bil 12$) -1226 -1245 -1317 -1342 -1441 -1461 -1481 -1501 -943 -1282 -1471 -1545

Inventory Accumulation (Bil 12$) -88.3 -168.5 -66.8 171.2 130.0 165.0 165.0 140.0 -42.3 -38.1 150.0 82.5

Key Indicators
Industrial Production (% SAAR) 4.0 6.5 3.3 4.4 6.5 2.0 3.7 3.7 -7.2 5.5 4.3 2.1

Nonfarm Payrolls (Avg mom ch, 000s) 645 422 543 637 500 350 250 225 -774 555 331 138
Civilian Unemployment Rate (%)  6.2 5.9 5.1 4.2 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.2 8.1 5.4 3.5 3.2
Personal Savings Rate (%)     20.5 10.9 9.5 7.6 6.8 6.5 6.6 6.5 16.3 12.0 6.6 5.9

Inflation
Core PCE Chain Prices (% SAAR) 2.7 6.1 4.6 4.9 5.4 3.5 2.3 2.7 1.4 3.3 4.3 2.6

% Change, Year Ago$ 1.7 3.4 3.6 4.6 5.3 4.6 4.0 3.5

CPI, Consumer Prices (% SAAR) 4.1 8.2 6.7 7.9 8.8 10.0 2.5 2.6 1.2 4.7 7.3 3.2

% Change, Year Ago! 1.9 4.8 5.3 6.7 7.9 8.3 7.3 5.9

CPI ex Food & Energy ( % SAAR) 1.4 7.8 5.3 5.6 6.6 4.8 3.5 3.2 1.7 3.6 5.4 3.2

% Change, Year Ago@ 1.4 3.7 4.1 5.0 6.3 5.6 5.1 4.5
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Important Disclosures
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Other Important Disclosures

Prices  are indicative and for information purposes only. Except as otherwise stated in the report, for the purpose of any recommendation in relation to: 1) an equity 
security, the price referenced is the publicly traded price of the security as of close of business on the day prior to the date of the report or, i f the report is published 
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